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Submission 2015-10-20 a controversial intelligent and mordantly funny new novel from
france s most famous literary figure paris 2022 fran�ois is bored he s a middle aged
lecturer at the sorbonne and an expert on j k huysmans the famous nineteenth century
decadent author but fran�ois s own decadence is considerably smaller in scale he sleeps
with his students eats microwave dinners reads the classics queues up youporn
meanwhile it s election season and although francois feels about as politicized as a hand
towel things are getting pretty interesting in an alliance with the socialists france s
new islamic party sweeps to power islamic law comes into force women are veiled
polygamy is encouraged and francois is offered an irresistible academic advancement on
condition that he convert to islam adam gopnik in the new yorker has said of this novel
that houellebecq is not merely a satirist but more unusually a sincere satirist genuinely
saddened by the absurdities of history and the madnesses of mankind michel houellebecq s
submission may be satirical and melancholic but it is also hilarious a comic masterpiece
by one of france s great novelists
Submission 2016-09-08 as the 2022 french presidential election looms two candidates
emerge as favourites marine le pen of the front national and the charismatic muhammed ben
abbes of the growing muslim fraternity forming a controversial alliance with the
political left to block the front national s alarming ascendency ben abbes sweeps to
power and overnight the country is transformed this proves to be the death knell of
french secularism as islamic law comes into force women are veiled polygamy is
encouraged and for our narrator fran�ois misanthropic middle aged and alienated life is
set on a new course submission is a devastating satire comic and melancholy by turns
and a profound meditation on faith and meaning in western society
Submission 2015-10-20 in a near future france franocois a middle aged academic is
watching his life slowly dwindle to nothing his sex drive is diminished his parents are dead
and his lifelong obsession the ideas and works of the novelist joris karl huysmans has led
him nowhere in a late capitalist society where consumerism has become the new religion
franocois is spiritually barren but seeking to fill the vacuum of his existence and he is
not alone as the 2022 presidential election approaches two candidates emerge as
favorites marine le pen of the front national and muhammed ben abbes of the nascent
muslim fraternity forming a controversial alliance with the mainstream parties ben abbes
sweeps to power and overnight the country is transformed islamic law comes into force
women are veiled polygamy is encouraged and for franocois life is set on a new course
The Submission 2011-08-16 entertainment weekly s favorite novel of 2011 esquire s
2011 book of the year a new york times notable book for 2011 a washington post
notable fiction book for 2011 one of npr s 10 best novels of 2011 ten years after 9 11
a dazzling kaleidoscopic novel reimagines its aftermath a jury gathers in manhattan to
select a memorial for the victims of a devastating terrorist attack their fraught
deliberations complete the jurors open the envelope containing the anonymous winner s
name and discover he is an american muslim instantly they are cast into roiling debate
about the claims of grief the ambiguities of art and the meaning of islam their conflicted
response is only a preamble to the country s the memorial s designer is an enigmatic
ambitious architect named mohammad khan his fiercest defender on the jury is its sole
widow the self possessed and mediagenic claire burwell but when the news of his selection
leaks to the press she finds herself under pressure from outraged family members and in
collision with hungry journalists wary activists opportunistic politicians fellow
jurors and khan himself as unknowable as he is gifted in the fight for both advantage and
their ideals all will bring the emotional weight of their own histories to bear on the
urgent question of how to remember and understand a national tragedy in this deeply



humane novel the breadth of amy waldman s cast of characters is matched by her
startling ability to conjure their perspectives a striking portrait of a fractured city
striving to make itself whole the submission is a piercing and resonant novel by an
important new talent
Submission 2012-05-30 you ll want to scream but you ll be gagged you ll want to
cry but you ll be blindfolded you ll want to run away but you ll be tied up you ll have
no way of begging me i ll do what i want with you sexual obsession domination and
extreme lust submission is the story of a young married parisian lawyer who is drawn
into a sado masochistic relationship a handsome stranger she meets in the courts issues
her with a series of instructions which she finds herself compelled to follow as the
violence of their encounters escalates it becomes a dangerous addiction that she can t
break but how far can she go and how much of her life will she risk in the process based on
the author s own experiences this astonishing book sent shockwaves through the french
establishment
Blind Submission 2006 intrigue revenge and true love a sharp witty and hugely
entertaining novel set in a high powered literary agency
Reimagining Britain 2018-03-08 archbishop of canterbury justin welby sets out a
radical vision for 21st century britain in this updated paperback edition it is now three
years since justin welby first published his reimagining britain the fundamental message of
that book remains as urgent as ever but in this revised and expanded edition welby has
taken fully into account the impact of the covid 19 pandemic brexit and all the social
and political unrest that has ensued if anything the new edition of archbishop welby s
book is even more important than its predecessor here is a radical vision for 21st century
britain the thesis of this book is that the work of reimagining is as great as it was in
1945 and will happen either by accident and thus badly or deliberately welby explores
the areas in which values are translated into action including the traditional three of
recent history health especially public and mental housing and education to these he adds
family the environment economics and finance peacebuilding and overseas development
immigration and integration he looks particularly at the role of faith groups in enabling
and contributing to a fairer future when so many are immobilized by political turmoil this
book builds on our past to offer hope for the future and practical ways of achieving a
more equitable society
Michel Houellebecq, the Cassandra of Freedom 2021-11-15 when fiction and reality meet
probably no contemporary novel has shaped reality as powerfully houellebeck s
submission no previous analysis of submission is as deep and encompassing as this volume
written by experts on politics and literature
Blind Submission 2006 zafar was taken up by a family and was raised to be a fierce man
and a formidable opponent he had always strived hard to benefit his patrons in whatever
way possible but would he remain the same when they asked for an unimaginable price for
their kindness haya was in love with zafar since her teenage and all she ever wanted was
to get married to him but the circumstances in which that happened she wouldn t even
wish for an enemy
Submission 2020-12-05 artist jed martin emerges from a ten year hiatus with good news
it has nothing to do with his broken boiler the approach of another lamentably awkward
christmas dinner with his father or the memory of his doomed love affair with the
beautiful olga it is that for his new exhibition he has secured the involvement of none
other than celebrated novelist michel houellebecq the exhibition brings jed new levels of
global fame but his boiler is still broken his ailing father flirts with oblivion and worst
of all he is contacted by an inspector requiring his help in solving an unspeakable



atrocious and gruesome crime involving none other than celebrated novelist michel
houellebecq shortlisted for the impac dublin literary award 2013
The Map and the Territory 2014-10-23 an international literary phenomenon the
elementary particles is a frighteningly original novel part marguerite duras and part bret
easton ellis that leaps headlong into the malaise of contemporary existence bruno and
michel are half brothers abandoned by their mother an unabashed devotee of the drugged
out free love world of the sixties bruno the older has become a raucously promiscuous
hedonist himself while michel is an emotionally dead molecular biologist wholly immersed
in the solitude of his work each is ultimately offered a final chance at genuine love and
what unfolds is a brilliantly caustic and unpredictable tale translated from the french
by frank wynne
The Elementary Particles 2001-02-06 she s an inexperienced sassy sub and he s an
experienced no nonsense dom perfect for each other right grace is a high school english
teacher with one failed marriage in her past finding the right man has not happened for her
but trying to stay away from the wrong man is harder than it appears the vice principal
soon to be principal just won t take no for an answer while helping her best friend s
husband plan a surprise birthday party she meets a man who is unlike anyone she s met
before they meet online first and grace is falling for his charm and his dominant
personality when she meets him in person she knows her life will never be the same for
toffer shelley given his profession finding the right woman is nearly impossible people can t
see past his fame or fortune when he meets grace online he is happily surprised at their
connection and common interest in d s as a dom it s not always easy to find a sub that
rocks your world grace did that and so much more amidst a false complaint at grace s
job toffer flies her to his home a few days before the surprise party so they can explore
their feelings what they discover will change their lives forever will the manipulation of
toffer s vindictive ex or grace s vengeful co worker destroy the magic they ve found
publisher s note this adult romance contains elements of adult themes sensual scenes
betrayal hea and power exchange if any of these offend you please do not purchase
Graceful Submission 2020-07-13 the devil seeks his due from two unsuspecting students
in this ya horror novel for fans of the library of the unwritten and ve schwab when tess
and eliot stumble upon an ancient book hidden in a secret tunnel beneath their school
library they accidentally release a devil from his book bound prison and he ll stop at
nothing to stay free he ll manipulate all the ink in the library books to do his bidding he ll
murder in the stacks and he ll bleed into every inch of tess s life until his freedom is
permanent forced to work together tess and eliot have to find a way to re trap the devil
before he kills everyone they know and love including increasingly each other and
compared to what the devil has in store for them school stress suddenly doesn t seem so
bad after all this is a fast paced ya crossover gothic horror debut with a strong
romance and an eerie page turning plot that will make this a great choice for fans of ve
schwab and library of the unwritten by aj hackwith the book is the perfect blend of dark
humor supernatural suspense and rich compelling characters
The Devil Makes Three 2021-09-13 the international publishing sensation is now
available in the united states two brilliant controversial authors confront each other
and their enemies in an unforgettable exchange of letters in one corner bernard henri l�vy
creator of the classic barbarism with a human face dismissed by the media as a wealthy
self promoting arrogant do gooder in the other michel houellebecq bestselling author of
the elementary particles widely derided as a sex obsessed racist and misogynist what
began as a secret correspondence between bitter enemies evolved into a remarkable joint
personal meditation by france s premier literary and political live wires an instant



international bestseller public enemies has now been translated into english for all
lovers of superb insights scandalous opinions and iconoclastic ideas in wicked wide
ranging and freewheeling letters the two self described whipping boys debate whether they
crave disgrace or secretly have an insane desire to please l�vy extols heroism in the face
of tyranny houellebecq sees himself as one who would fight little and badly l�vy says
life does not live unless he can write houellebecq bemoans work as leaving him in such a
state of nervous exhaustion that it takes several bottles of alcohol to get out there
are also touching and intimate exchanges on the existence of god and about their own
families dazzling delightful and provocative public enemies is a death match between
literary lions remarkable men who find common ground confident that in the end as l�vy
puts it it is we who will come out on top
Public Enemies 2011-01-11 longlisted for the international booker prize 2020 a
powerful criticism of modern life by one of the most provocative and prophetic writers of
our age florent claude labrouste is dying of sadness despised by his girlfriend and on the
brink of career failure his last hope for relief comes in the form of a newly available
antidepressant that alters the brain s release of serotonin when he returns to the
normandy countryside in search of serenity he instead finds a rural community left behind
by globalisation and red tape agricultural policies with local farmers longing for an
impossible return towhat they remember as a golden age despite its provocations this is a
novel of romantic and sorrowful ideas houellebecq as troubadour singing lost loves
rachel kushner michel houellebecq has good claim to be the most interesting novelist of
our times exhilarating in its nihilism often very funny and always enjoyable evening
standard
Serotonin 2020-09-17 with every affair of the heart there are twists and turns
boundaries to overcome safe words to spill in a penthouse apartment overlooking sunset
boulevard a dark affair entwined in a dominant submissive relationship blossoms based on
the author s personal diaries the delicious torment is a coming of age story fuelled by
love lust and longing
The Delicious Torment 2014-02-13 in characteristically daring style anthony burgess
combines two responses to orwell s 1984 in one book the first is a sharp analysis
through dialogues parodies and essays burgess sheds new light on what he called an
apocalyptic codex of our worst fears creating a critique that is literature in its own
right part two is burgess own dystopic vision written in 1978 he skewers both the
present and the future describing a state where industrial disputes and social unrest
compete with overwhelming surveillance security concerns and the dominance of
technology to make life a thing to be suffered rather than lived together these two
works form a unique guide to one of the twentieth century s most talented imaginative
and prescient writers several decades later burgess most singular work still stands
1985 2013-03-14 you never know who s watching spine chilling makes you realise how
little you ever know anyone the sun a brilliantly creepy and insightfully written debut i
tore through it gillian mcallister unnerving and spine chilling mel sherratt
The Doll House 2017-09-14 the pulitzer prize winner explores the literary joys of sci fi
and superheroes gumshoes and goblins and the stories that bring us together i read for
entertainment and i write to entertain period such is the manifesto of michael chabon an
author of indisputable literary renown who maintains a fierce appreciation of the
seductive arts of so called genre fiction in this lively collection of sixteen critical and
personal essays the author of the amazing adventures of kavalier clay champions the
cause of westerns horror and all the stories comics and pulp fiction that get pushed
aside when literary discussion turns serious whether he s taking up superman or sherlock



holmes poe or proust chabon makes it his emphatic mission to explore the reasons we tell
one another tales throughout chabon reveals his own blooming as a writer from the
mysteries of pittsburgh to the yiddish policeman s union he is living proof of his theory
that the stories that give us great pleasure are in many ways our truest best art the
building blocks of our shared imagination and in maps and legends he makes an inviting case
for bridging the gap between popular and literary writing o the oprah magazine this ebook
features a biography of the author
Maps and Legends 2011-12-20 since 2001 william germano s getting it published has
helped thousands of scholars develop a compelling book proposal find the right academic
publisher evaluate a contract handle the review process and finally emerge as published
authors but a lot has changed in the past seven years with the publishing world both
more competitive and mor
The Rehearsals 2018 unlock the more straightforward side of submission with this
concise and insightful summary and analysis this engaging summary presents an analysis
of submission by michel houellebecq in which the author envisions a france left deeply
divided as a result of mass immigration and an increase in islamic extremism in this tense
political context the muslim brotherhood party pulls off a surprise election victory
and sets about ruling france in accordance with the tenets of islam the novel s main
character a misanthropic and profoundly lonely professor of literature at the sorbonne
must navigate this new reality in which polygamy and arranged marriages are now the
norm and prestigious jobs are off limits to non muslims the book proved controversial on
its release with some alleging that it is anti muslim but it nonetheless became an instant
bestseller in multiple european countries michel houellebecq is one of france s best known
modern novelists and won the country s prestigious prix goncourt in 2010 for his novel
the map and the territory find out everything you need to know about submission in a
fraction of the time this in depth and informative reading guide brings you a complete plot
summary character studies key themes and symbols questions for further reflection why
choose brightsummaries com available in print and digital format our publications are
designed to accompany you in your reading journey the clear and concise style makes for
easy understanding providing the perfect opportunity to improve your literary knowledge
in no time see the very best of literature in a whole new light with brightsummaries com
Getting It Published 2010-10-21 a dark shocking bestselling thriller debut about a
mother and daughter and the lengths to which a daughter will go to find independence
nobody wants to hear the truth from a liar for the first eighteen years of her life rose
gold watts believed she was seriously ill she was allergic to everything used a
wheelchair and practically lived at the hospital neighbors did all they could holding
fundraisers and offering shoulders to cry on but no matter how many doctors tests or
surgeries no one could figure out what was wrong with her turns out her mom patty
watts was just a really good liar after serving five years in prison patty gets out with
nowhere to go and begs her daughter to take her in the entire community is shocked when
rose gold says yes patty insists all she wants is to reconcile their differences she says
she s forgiven rose gold for turning her in and testifying against her but rose gold knows
her mother patty watts always settles a score unfortunately for patty rose gold is
no longer her weak little darling and she s waited such a long time for her mother to
come home
Submission by Michel Houellebecq (Book Analysis) 2016-11-09 many years after the
death of her grandmother elisabeth lulah ellender inherited a curious object a book of
handwritten lists they seemed rather ordinary shopping lists items to be packed for a
foreign trip a tally of the eggs laid by elisabeth s hens but from these everyday fragments



lulah began to weave together the extraordinary life of the grandmother she never knew
a life lived in the most rarefied and glamorous of circles from elisabeth s early years as
an ambassador s daughter in 1930s china to her marriage to a british diplomat and
postings in civil war madrid beirut rio de janiero and paris but it was also a life of stark
contrasts between the necessity unfailing public charm and private deep depressions and in
these moments of darkness and chaos it was the act of making lists that gave elisabeth
some kind of comfort and structure and now as lulah prepares to say goodbye to her
own mother she looks to grandmother s life and to her much travelled book of lists to
find the same solace
Darling Rose Gold 2021-03-30 as renee embraces islam wholeheartedly the spiritual
tranquility of her initial conversion begins to wane as she faces the often painful
realities of navigating the terrains of the muslim experience itself at times humorous and
at times painful the story incites the familiar questioning of the human soul
Elisabeth's Lists 2018 my whole life i ve been told i was good for one thing i was the
family pawn a pretty face to do their bidding then i met him and i dared to see a future
where he could make me whole again but lang has a secret one that excites me now i only
want to play by his rules but in his future he sees things i can t physically give him will
he leave me like everyone else does langstonpower and control i demand it i never had it as
a kid but now my life is arranged and ordered as i like then she comes into my life young and
inexperienced and willing to surrender i m ready to give up everything for my sweet candy
but she gives me all her power i hold it in my hands
Realities of Submission 2008-09-01 on lanzarote there are some fascinating human
specimens notably pam and barbara non exclusive german lesbians will they succeed in
seducing rudi the police inspector currently living in exile in brussels and will our
narrator consider his week s holiday on the island a success
Rules of Submission 2019-01-09 isabella is in trouble big trouble she knows that
opening her curtains and touching herself while her alpha watches from the woods is
wrong but she does it anyway and she plans on doing it again every night in fact until her
alpha teaches her otherwise roman alpha of the silverclaw pack is tired of isabella
teasing him even more he s tired of her disobeying his every command and he knows exactly
how to fix both problems devour every inch of her until she s begging for him at his feet
will isabella succumb to roman s advances or will she toy with him to the very end this
book includes common tropes such as urban fantasy romance series with strong heroine
fated mates wolf shifter romance werewolves and shifters enemies to lovers dark
romantic fantasy friends to enemies to lovers fans of kf breene elizabeth briggs and renee
rose will love this story
Lanzarote. 2003 the art work of sweet submission 2 is outstanding no one does it as
good as dubigeon there is an indescribable but seductive narrative behind this illusive
artwork
Submitting to the Alpha 2020-03-24 each year writers and editors submit over three
thousand grammar and style questions to the q a page at the chicago manual of style
online some are arcane some simply hilarious and one editor carol fisher saller reads
every single one of them all too often she notes a classic author editor standoff
wherein both parties refuse to compromise on the rights and wrongs of prose styling this
author is giving me a fit i wish that i could just demand the use of the serial comma at all
times my author wants his preface to come at the end of the book this just seems
ridiculous to me i mean it s not a post face in the subversive copy editor saller casts
aside this adversarial view and suggests new strategies for keeping the peace emphasizing
habits of carefulness transparency and flexibility she shows copy editors how to build



an environment of trust and cooperation one chapter takes on the difficult author
another speaks to writers themselves throughout the focus is on serving the reader even
if it means breaking rules along the way saller s own foibles and misadventures provide
ample material i mess up all the time she confesses it s how i know things writers saller
acknowledges are only half the challenge as copy editors can also make trouble for
themselves does any other book have an index entry that says terrorists see copy
editors the book includes helpful sections on e mail etiquette work flow management
prioritizing and organizing computer files one chapter even addresses the special concerns
of freelance editors saller s emphasis on negotiation and flexibility will surprise many
copy editors who have absorbed along with the dos and don ts of their stylebooks an
attitude that their way is the right way in encouraging copy editors to banish their
ignorance and disorganization insecurities and compulsions the chicago q a presents itself
as a kind of alter ego to the comparatively staid manual of style in the subversive copy
editor saller continues her mission with audacity and good humor
Sweet Submission 2 2003-06 here presented in one volume are the four stories that
comprise the perfect submission series a seriously hot and provocative romance by lucia
jordan written in her signature style of high passion searing depictions of sex and emotion
when molly joined the nuke as a bartender she hadn t expected it to be so much fun but
when she is called to the new owner s office her jauntiness is instantly eroded with fury
it is lucas meade ceo of alpha corporation lucas and molly have history and when he
asks her to bury the hatchet she has an incontestable urge to bury it into his back she
never wants to see his face again but the man is on a mission he has waited years for the
day when molly would submit to him this ebook contains very hot and explicit
descriptions of romantic activity only mature readers should download this book
The Subversive Copy Editor 2009-08-01 a solid introduction and useful survey of
slaving activity by the muslims of north africa over the course of several centuries
chronicles everybody knows about the transatlantic slave trade which saw black
africans snatched from their homes taken across the atlantic ocean and then sold into
slavery however a century before britain became involved in this terrible business whole
villages and towns in england ireland italy spain and other european countries were being
depopulated by slavers who transported the men women and children to africa where
they were sold to the highest bidder this is the forgotten slave trade one which saw
over a million christians forced into captivity in the muslim world starting with the
practice of slavery in the ancient world simon webb traces the history of slavery in
europe showing that the numbers involved were vast and that the victims were often
treated far more cruelly than black slaves in america and the caribbean castration used
very occasionally against black slaves taken across the atlantic was routinely
carried out on an industrial scale on european boys who were exported to africa and the
middle east most people are aware that the english city of bristol was a major center
for the transatlantic slave trade in the eighteenth century but hardly anyone knows
that 1 000 years earlier it had been an important staging post for the transfer of
english slaves to africa reading this book will forever change how you view the slave
trade and show that many commonly held beliefs about this controversial subject are
almost wholly inaccurate and mistaken
Perfect Submission - Complete Collection 2021-11-05 disinherited by his parents and
estranged from his wife fallen pleasure club co owner lord grayson devil deveraux long
ago learned to place his trust in ledgers rather than people but his ice cold reserve hides
the scandalous truth he s a man who craves pain with his pleasure and a loving lady to
instruct him banished to the country when her whirlwind marriage collapsed lady eliza



deveraux never knew why grayson fell out of love with her she d tried so damned hard to
quell her fiery self and be a proper obedient wife but when eliza is forced to return to
london and back into grayson s intoxicating world banked passions reignite can a
marriage built on secrets and pretense truly get a second chance each book in the fallen
series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed out of order series order book 1
surrender to sin book 2 the devil s submission book 3 the seduction of viscount vice
The Forgotten Slave Trade 2020-12-28 a thrilling debut reminiscent of new fan
favorites like one of us is lying and the beloved classics by agatha christie that will
leave readers guessing until the explosive ending welcome to dinner and again
congratulations on being selected now you must do the selecting what do the queen bee
star athlete valedictorian stoner loner and music geek all have in common they were all
invited to a scholarship dinner only to discover it s a trap someone has locked them into
a room with a bomb a syringe filled with poison and a note saying they have an hour to
pick someone to kill or else everyone dies amber prescott is determined to get her
classmates and herself out of the room alive but that might be easier said than done no
one knows how they re all connected or who would want them dead as they retrace the
events over the past year that might have triggered their captor s ultimatum it becomes
clear that everyone is hiding something and with the clock ticking down confusion turns
into fear and fear morphs into panic as they race to answer the biggest question who
will they choose to die
The Devil’s Submission 2017-02-06 beautifully crafted new york times the best
collection i ve read in years from a phenomenal new talent celeste ng from an award
winning writer a stunning collection of stories about women s unexpressed desires and
needs and the unexpected ways they resurface in floor plans a woman at the end of her
marriage tests her power when she inadvertently befriends the neighbor trying to buy her
apartment in appetite a sixteen year old grieving her mother s death experiences first love
and questions how much more heartbreak she and her family can endure in dinosaurs a
recent widower and a young babysitter help each other navigate how much they have to
give and how much they can take from the people around them through stories that are
at once empathetic and unexpected these women and girls defiantly push the boundaries
between selfishness and self possession with a fresh voice and bold honesty back talk
examines how narrowly our culture allows women to express their desires
All Your Twisted Secrets 2020-03-17 essential reading for authors submitting their
work to agents or publishers publishing veteran scott pack offers sensible practical
advice on how to create the perfect submission based in on his sell out guardian
masterclasses this short guide provides aspiring authors with the tools they need to
avoid the classic mistakes made by so many and to ensure they give their work the best
chance possible of being read considered and published covering all aspects of the
submission process including how to identify the best places to submit your work writing
the ideal cover letter perfecting your pitch creating an effective synopsis and strategies
for submission this ebook contains everything you need to get your submission right this
revised and updated edition includes additional information on non fiction submissions and
an extended faq section featuring questions posed by readers and participants in scott s
classes and workshops
Back Talk 2018-02-06 submission ella allows james to stay the week in her new home
james dominating sexy younger james is determined ella won t escape him seduction in a bold
and risky turn jess dares terrie to seduce him challenges her to accept her needs to push
her own boundaries
How to Perfect Your Submission 2020-06-19 when phillip asks sarah if she s a



compliant woman who will do anything he asks she plays along wanting a bedroom romp
that will quiet the urges within but phillip has much more than a bedroom romp in mind as
he introduces sarah to the world of bondage and submission phillip invites her to explore
her sexuality as his submissive
Bound Hearts 2004 this book will explain the importance of submission in relationships
debunk the issues surrounding submission in relationships help with getting out of or fixing
toxic relationships give clarity on the types of men that should be submitted to talk
about the roles of both men and women in relationships bring unity structure and order
to relationships
Secret Submission 2018-03-11
Submission Is Not The Enemy 2020-06-10
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